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Abstract

Lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, and queer (LGBTQ) youth of color are frequently subject to forms of institutional oppression that shape their lives. Institutional forces are rarely mentioned in research on library services to youth. This project examines one possibility for creating more meaningful library services that acknowledge how state power and publishing trends limit access to meaningful representation for LGBTQ and gender non-conforming youth of color. It begins with the synthesis of ongoing campaigns for greater diversity in young adult literature; critical theoretical approaches to race, gender, and sexuality; and the needs identified by adults working for a critically situated community drop-in youth center for LGBTQ youth. Using a case study set in Oakland, California, the research focuses on how representative library materials might be positioned in culturally sensitive community spaces as one way to address the histories of exclusion and invisibility that have informed public library practice in the U.S.
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Introduction

Institutional oppression sets the boundaries of whether or not youth of color and/or lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, and queer (LGBTQ) and gender non-conforming youth will encounter representative materials and personally relevant information. Youth belonging to these groups must often route around traditional contexts, such as schools or libraries, to locate books that contain representative characters, scenarios, or culturally relevant themes. Difficulties in locating representative texts go beyond the issues of their invisibility in public library collections. Structural forces, such as low levels of diversity in publishing (WeNeedDiverseBooks, n.d.); the institutional devaluing of youth’s understandings of themselves, which is particularly true for Black girls (Morris, 2016); cultural norms of libraries and the selective enforcement of these norms (Austin, 2018); and the stress of consistent and ongoing policing and surveillance in schools and communities create additional and ongoing barriers for youth who do not often encounter meaningful representations of their experiences or identities in day-to-day contexts.

This case study delves into how librarians can use critical theoretical approaches to carceral practices and institutionalized oppression to create broadly defined representative materials. It investigates how LGBTQ and gender non-conforming youth of color are heavily scrutinized in schools, communities, and public spaces, while being simultaneously obscured in young adult (YA) literature (Cart & Jenkins, 2015; Hunt & Moodie-Mills, 2012; Spade, 2011; Stanley & Smith,
2011; Winn, 2011). In the context of developing a representative collection—one that broadly reflects the lives and identities of LGBTQ youth of color—this case study argues for the importance of recognizing the presence of youth made vulnerable to and by the state. This discussion is important not only because it addresses a gap in YA collection development, which rarely incorporates the broadly diverse and complex representations of youth, but also because it situates this collection in a culturally sensitive location run by culturally competent adult mentors who recognize how institutional oppression shapes the information made available to youth (Cooke, 2017). Systems of policing, surveillance, and scrutiny lead to the removal of youth of color and/or LGBTQ and gender non-conforming youth from their own communities through incarceration and other forms of violence, while the publishing system invisibilizes them or presents them as stereotypes in the texts that become foundational for many youth as they develop understandings of their lives. The described case study is an example of how librarians can work to address mutually reinforcing systems of policing and publishing by taking action to ensure a radical and vast presence of identities and experiences.

This paper briefly highlights information on the policing of LGBTQ and gender non-conforming youth of color; covers some of the existing research and activism related to increasing representation in books for YA; and offers a description of the Queer and Trans Youth Treehouse (QTY Treehouse), a non-profit-funded drop-in youth center, as a frame for the creation of a broadly diverse library collection focused on the experiences of LGBTQ and gender non-conforming youth of color. It acknowledges the present state of power structures that shape the lives of youth, while also imagining alternative structures that are not likely to become yet another extension of institutional oppression.

**Institutional Oppression and Representative Materials**

The definition of institutional oppression presented in this research is informed by critical theoretical perspectives. It recognizes that institutions of incarceration, schooling, and even libraries collectively work in the ways that often foreclose possibilities for large groups of youth. The likelihood of imprisonment and the ensuing consequences thereof shape the experiences of people of color and/or LGBTQ and gender non-conforming individuals in the U.S. (Davis, 2003; Hunt & Moodie-Mills, 2012; Winn, 2011). These groups are not only more likely to be targeted for direct confrontation by police; they are also often continuously excluded by the system while their access to resources, such as education, housing, employment, and mainstream cultural belonging, is denied or limited (Spade, 2011; Stanley & Smith, 2011). Youth of color are more likely to be seen as disruptive by teachers and library staff than their white counterparts, which is also true with regard to LGBTQ and gender non-conforming youth (McCurdy, 2014). Youth of color and/or LGBTQ and gender non-conforming youth are also more vulnerable within the school system and institutions of power and often become a subject of detention, suspension, expulsion, Individualized Education Plans (and mental health stigma), peer violence, and many other forms of oppression (Meiners, 2007). Theorists have noted that this vulnerability is used to track youth of color and/or LGBTQ and gender non-conforming youth into prison and other institutions that, as Alexander, Spade, and others above illustrate, offer little in terms of redemption or opportunities to escape cycles of oppression (Meiners, 2007; Osher, Quinn, Poirier, & Rutherford, 2003; Skiba, Michael, Nardo, & Peterson, 2000; Wald & Losen, 2003).

The lack of representative materials for children and youth is not a new discussion in librarianship; it was highlighted in popular press in Larrick’s article “The All-White World of Children’s Books,” published in 1965. Some increase in diverse publishing has occurred in the
time between Larrick’s publication and the present, but progress has often been slow, sporadic, or influenced by social and political tides around racial diversity (Harris, 2003; Lo, 2014, 2015; Sims, 1982). Discussions of representation do not always address the long histories of library services to youth and the ways in which they perpetuate existing social structures or histories of institutional racism in the library (Cai, 2002; Schlesselman-Tarango, 2016). However, these histories not only impact the lives of youth, they also shape whether, how, and in what ways library services perpetuate, challenge, or interrupt existing social inequalities; whether or not libraries reinstitute racism and homophobia through assumptions of moral uplift and exclusion; and how librarians can work against easy solutions to complex problems while still engaging in day-to-day activities with youth (Mehra, 2015; Montague, 2015; Schlesselman-Tarango, 2016).

At the same time, representation does require access to materials and media that reflect youth’s lives, legitimize their life experiences rather than Othering them, and which provide them with an access point of identification (Naidoo & Dahlen, 2013). Access points are not limited to mainstream television and publications. They may include encounters with or knowledge of youth organizations, community networks, and spaces for association with others who have similar experiences of being targeted by the state (Bernstein, 2014). The necessity of materials that do not reiterate the dominant narratives of white, middle-class, heterosexual, and cisgender American values has been deeply embraced in relation to narratives of representation and Othering, as is exemplified by the ongoing #WeNeedDiverseBooks campaign, founded in 2014 (http://weneeddiversebooks.tumblr.com/).

Questions related to access to representative materials and the recognition of institutional oppression in youth lives framed how a library collection was developed at the QTY Treehouse. The library collection was designed to fit with already existing services and the intentions of the adult staff that maintained the space. At the time of this research, the QTY Treehouse, a storefront drop-in center for LGBTQ and gender non-conforming youth, was providing a variety of resources and programs for youth. Staff at the center also conducted outreach in the community and led in-school groups across Oakland. The establishment of the library in a situated LGBTQ and gender non-conforming space, which was culturally conscious of youth of color, acted as a model for the application of critical theory to working with youth who were made vulnerable to and by the state—LGBTQ and gender non-conforming youth of color—can inform needed services in the larger community.

Critically Approaching Library Service for LGBTQ and Gender Non-Conforming Youth of Color

Research on public library collections, services, and programming for LGBTQ and gender non-conforming youth often highlights a lack of knowledgeable resource provision. Curry’s work on insufficient training among libraries responding to reference questions from gay youth in the U.K. gives a striking example (2005). Some public librarians did not even uphold the standards of patron privacy when responding to gay youth, and even when they did, they often did not have critical awareness of relevant resources for youth. In the time between Curry’s publication and the present, numerous studies and resources have been created to encourage and support librarians in the provision of public library services to LGBTQ youth (Cart & Jenkins, 2015; Kurz, 2018; Mehra, 2011; Mehra & Braquet, 2011). Some of these authors have focused on how LGBTQ and gender non-conforming youth’s experiences of institutional oppression, including homelessness, shape the information youth desire and their relationship to the public library (Shelton & Winklestein, 2014). For example, Robinson (2016) focuses on how systemic forces are
perpetuated in the library, through low awareness and insufficient research in the field, bringing about the exclusion of LGBTQ cultural knowledge and curtailing the meaningful library use by LGBTQ patrons.

The same need for cultural competence has been identified in the context of library services for racialized youth. Cooke (2017), Roberts and Noble (2016), Sims Bishop (1990), Tatum (2006, 2008), and others advocate for more informed, meaningful, and socially and politically aware services to diverse patron groups. Their research intersects with research on library services to LGBTQ youth in calling for critically positioned library services. The QTY Treehouse was chosen as a case in point because its services aligned with needs and competencies identified in library and information science research. Its emphasis on cultural knowledge, lived experiences, and providing information specific to LGBTQ and gender non-conforming youth of color illustrated the cultural sensitivity of the space.

Critical approaches on the part of adults involved in the administration of the QTY Treehouse ensured that the creation of the library would be a collaborative process. The QTY Treehouse library became a partnership between the QTY Treehouse staff and me. Our partnership spoke to the possibility of combining representative collections and culturally aware library services (Cooke, 2017). It resisted powerful forces that shape available representations for youth by placing YA texts in in a meaningful context that centered on the experiences of queer and transgender youth of color.

My previous studies involving the statements and writings of youth located in juvenile detention facilities led me to pursue this project in partnership with one of the adult coordinators at the QTY Treehouse (referred to as “B” in this article) through a participatory action research framework. Shared inquiry led to the creation of specific categories for inclusion in the library collection along the lines of multiple understandings of meaningful representation. Our process involved going beyond traditional collection development procedures to incorporate online user reviews and to determine when and whether identities were meaningfully developed in YA texts.

In the earliest stages of the research, B and I held the shared goal of identifying texts that could form a broadly representative library collection that prioritized LGBTQ and gender non-conforming youth of color. Drawing from our own experiences with the lack of representative materials, we tried to construct a collective sense of shared identities and to develop an understanding of institutional oppression. We also worked to identify materials that broadly included the experiences and identities of youth of color and/or LGBTQ and gender non-conforming youth from a variety of backgrounds. An important consideration was soliciting feedback from youth about the texts that resonated with them and spoke to their own experiences. Youth had the option of providing reviews. Although few young people took advantage of this option, at the end of this research project, B and I agreed that the library was a meaningful part of the drop-in center services. One of the library collections distinct features was the emphasis on the whole of the youth experience, which contrasted with the more commonly seen focus on deficit-focused models and presumptions of youth’s lack of knowledge or skills. Given the dearth of formal feedback from youth, the success of the library collection is illustrated through the organic incorporation of the library collection into the overall function of the community-based youth drop-in center.

QTY Treehouse

The QTY Treehouse, located in West Oakland, is an open-hours after school and summer
community drop-in center for LGBTQ youth of color. West Oakland was, at the time of this research, a home for the Black majority population in the area of Oakland; it was also the former home of the Black Panthers. The QTY Treehouse was one of the few queer youth spaces located in Oakland that had existed for over three years, and the only long-running youth center specifically dedicated to queer youth in Oakland. Other non-profit youth centers in Oakland, such as Youth Uprising!, were located in East Oakland and provided queer youth and ally programming; however, they were not established as spaces dedicated only and specifically to LGBTQ and gender non-conforming youth. The De Colores group, while composed of specifically LGBTQ and gender non-conforming people of color, focused services on young people of 18 years and older. Other well-established LGBTQ centers in Alameda County included the Pacific Center in Berkeley, CA and OURSpace in Hayward, CA. There were also numerous LGBTQ youth programs and dedicated spaces in San Francisco, CA.

A wealth of services does not necessarily mean that youth can access these services (due to costs of transportation) or that the services offered include an understanding of LGBTQ and gender non-conforming youth of color identity. The QTY Treehouse met an existing need. Originally located in downtown Oakland, the QTY Treehouse opened in November of 2012 with performances that coded the identity of the LGBTQ and gender non-conforming youth of color. Voguing and youth drag occurred alongside a DJ who co-founded an Oakland queer nightlife institution Ships in the Night (Phaneuf, 2012). Even at its inception, the QTY Treehouse was envisioned as a space in which youth-created media would be an aspect of the center.

At the time of this project, the drop-in youth center sat near the last BART station between Oakland and San Francisco, in an area that was once a booming Black business strip. The space was now a line of open and closed storefronts, trailing toward a residential area in the direction of the Port of Oakland. The QTY Treehouse was located in one of the last buildings closest to the residential area. The windows of the QTY Treehouse held a large pink decal and an organization logo that incorporates the City of Oakland oak tree (with a symbolic treehouse), mirrored roots and branches, and a rainbow. The decal was indicative of the organizational purpose as a space for queer and transgender youth, but the youth could only be identified when they enter or leave the building; otherwise, the windows were covered in black fabric to protect privacy. Inside, the QTY Treehouse had two large rooms, a small room utilized by staff as a workspace, and a clothing closet. In addition to the library collection and drop-in hours, the QTY Treehouse provided sex education resources and various discussion groups, and employed well-informed queer and transgender adult staff who were, at the time of this research, people of color and who acted as mentors and role models for the youth that utilized the space.

As with all nonprofits, funding patterns shaped the physical characteristics of the QTY Treehouse (Kwon, 2013). Funding for the QTY Treehouse, which functioned under the umbrella of Health Initiatives for Youth (HIFY), originally came from a Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration grant (HIFY, 2016). At its founding, the center served YA between the ages of 18 and 24. This age range was expanded in 2013 and the center relocated to West Oakland (QTY, 2013). City funding was expanded to cover additional LGBTQ youth programming in 2014 and HIFY became one of the main recipients of funds. This allowed for more open hours at the QTY Treehouse with staff present and the additional delivery of services (Bajko, 2014).

My research partnership with the QTY Treehouse was facilitated by B, a QTY Treehouse staff member. It began in the fall of 2015. At the time, the QTY Treehouse was in the middle of a major staffing shift, which resulted in a renewed commitment to services for LGBTQ and gender non-conforming youth of color in Oakland. Under the leadership, the QTY Treehouse underwent
a revision to prioritize LGBTQ youth of color as central to programs and services. It was in this context that we partnered with the goal of creating a racially diverse LGBTQ and gender non-conforming YA collection.

The partnership would not have been possible had it not been for a critical approach to library services for the youth who are most likely to face institutional forms of oppression. Our shared critical approach provided a foundation for this case study and its objectives. The partnership took place through a process of shared inquiry with the goals of social change.

**Methodology**

The principles of participatory action research guided the case study. The approaches of staff at the QTY Treehouse and my own approach differed in implementation but overlapped in shared inquiry. My project focused specifically on policing, institutional oppression, and library practice, while the QTY coordinator focused on the role of library materials in the lives of LGBTQ youth of color from an experiential and practiced perspective. Initial planning meetings involved discussions about the role of literature in relation to understanding identities and its supporting role in creating collective change.

McIntyre (2008) describes the principles of participatory action research (PAR) as:

(a) a collective commitment to investigate an issue or problem, (b) a desire to engage in self and collective reflection to gain clarity about the issue under investigation, (c) a joint decision to engage in individual or collective action that leads to a useful solution that benefits the people involved, and (d) the building of alliances between researchers and participants in the planning, implementation, and dissemination of the research process (p. 1).

The participatory action research framework works to remedy exploitative research often conducted in vulnerable populations by seeking to create actual, responsive change that incorporates participant understandings and respects participants’ knowledges and contributions. It also draws from Freire’s (2008) critical pedagogical approach to learning as a process in which all parties act as teachers and learners to destabilize hierarchies established through histories of oppression. The research agenda of PAR seeks to address the historical marginalization of participants, redistributing the power between researchers and the researched so that they become co-learners. In PAR, the research is led by the needs of the groups and individuals involved, and they guide its direction, implementation, and evaluation (Bishop, Mehra, Bazzell, & Smith, 2003). As Brown and Rodriguez (2009) state, “PAR is grounded in the epistemological belief that authentic understandings of social problems require the knowledge of those directly affected by them” (p. 1).

**Shared Inquiry: Parameters for Collection Development**

As mentioned above, materials for youth were initially intended to be included in the QTY Treehouse operations. At the time our partnership began, the QTY Treehouse did have a small collection of materials located on a bookshelf in a corner of the programming room. The materials in the QTY Treehouse did not communicate the depth and breadth of identities or experiences of LGBTQ and gender non-conforming youth of color, nor did they create an idea of communal experience. Our decision to update the collection and to build a more youth-focused collection was in part possible because of publishing shifts. As Cart and Jenkins (2015) trace in
their introduction to Top 250 LGBTQ Books for Teens, the publishing of LGBTQ YA materials heavily increased during the first decade of the 2000s. However, this increase did not significantly include LGBTQ characters of color. In recognition of how institutional oppression works through forced invisibility and stereotype, the adult coordinator at the QTY Treehouse and I sought to address this shortfall through our own collection development process. Developing the library collection involved sorting through the existing materials to assess their usefulness along mutually established library collection development criteria:

1. Representative Materials. Materials were considered along three criteria: the inclusion of queer content, the racial identification of characters, and, when possible, the inclusion of transgender and gender non-conforming characters. Materials portraying experiences of LGBTQ and gender non-conforming youth of color were collected to explicitly counter the idea of the LGBTQ experience as white experience and to create a feeling of racialized queer consciousness and community (Cart and Jenkins, 2015). Due to the lack of YA materials that feature LGBTQ and gender non-conforming youth of color as main characters, books where a secondary character of color identified as LGBTQ or gender non-conforming were also identified.

2. Primarily written for YA. The QTY Treehouse served teens and YA up to the age of 24. Creating a collection of YA materials worked to reinforce the idea of QTY as a space for queer and transgender youth. This process also challenged the boundaries of what is thought of as YA literature in library practice by expanding the traditional definition of YA literature to include more adult materials.

Locating Materials

Library materials at the existing QTY library were selected or weeded based on the above criteria. Following this, we began the process of identifying materials that fit the ultimate goals of the new collection. It was necessary to look outside of traditional selection tools in order to identify materials that fit with our criteria because professional reviews are often inconsistent in addressing diversity and do not focus sufficiently on the nuances of characters’ lived experiences (Lo, 2015; Ostenson, Ribeira, Wadham, & Irion, 2016; Roberto, 2011).

Collection development began with the selection of materials based on our personal familiarity with meaningful titles and useful resources. Among these resources were:

- Rainbow Lists compiled by the American Library Association’s Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, and Transgender Roundtable (award winners were assessed in keeping with Jiménez’ 2015 analysis and critique of the lack of racially diverse and predominantly gay male-centered YA books on various award lists);
- Cart and Jenkins’ Top 250 LGBTQ Books for Teens;
- We Need Diverse Books campaign (http://weneeddiversebooks.org/) and its attendant hashtag (#WeNeedDiverseBooks);
- Diversity in YA (http://www.diversityinya.com/);
- Queer Book Club (http://queerbookclub.tumblr.com/);
- lists from the Center for Children’s Books that related to diversity and sexuality;
● Reading While Queer (http://reading-while-queer.tumblr.com/); and

● non-traditional resources such as the ‘Arts and Culture’ section of Colorlines (http://www.colorlines.com/categories/arts-culture).

The above resources were useful in assembling an Amazon wishlist, which became a longlist of materials for further selection or deselection. The final step of our process involved analysis of user reviews from Goodreads to assess the quality and meaningfulness of representation and lived experience within the materials on the list. User-generated reviews were used to ascertain concrete ways in which representation took place in the selected texts (Spiteri & Pecoskie, 2016).

The QTY Treehouse staff partner and I each worked from our areas of expertise to identify the needed and available materials. As a staff person at the QTY Treehouse, and a gender non-conforming artist of color, B provided important insight into daily needs, such as medical and sexual health resources, and available materials that included artistic production—including poetry, visual art, and performance. Throughout the collection development process, B emphasized the role of power in shaping available resources and the need to represent LGBTQ and gender non-conforming youth of color as more complex and richer than they are presented by the system. I drew from experience working with incarcerated youth and theoretical guidance to critically analyze books and readers’ commentary about stereotypes and representation. At times, reader reviews on social media (blogs or Goodreads.com) clearly criticized specific forms of representation, leading us to view the book as unsuitable for the QTY Treehouse library collection. At other times, B and I used an intersectional analysis (Crenshaw, 1991; Collins, 2008) to weigh readers’ perspectives of specific representations, or differing valuations of specific forms of representation, against the dearth of representations of youth who face oppressions that include a lack of meaningful information and portrayals of their lives.

At the completion of this research, the collection contained over 60 published titles, as well as a handful of self-published zines relating to the issues of sexuality, race, and gender. At times, materials were selected because of their content; at others, due to the racial and/or LGBTQ identification of their authors. A complete list of published titles is available in the Appendix to this article. Listed below are four exemplar texts that illustrate how the collection accounted for both racial identity and lived experience.


Anatomy of a Girl Gang was among the Top 10 selected texts on the In the Margins 2015 list (Cheney, 2015). (In the Margins is a booklist that prioritizes the input from youth living in juvenile detention facilities and is produced in collaboration with librarians who provide services in juvenile detention centers.) The book is gripping, harsh, beautiful, and brings together girls of various racial backgrounds in a story of collective attempts at survival. It also features a lesbian romance between the girl gang members. It speaks to the idea of a shared experience between characters with the recognition of their individual locations and experiences within the collective. It is street lit with a twist; the focus on young women’s experiences of shared oppression leads to the formation of the Black Roses. Of course, these realities are not the only available depiction of the effects of white supremacy, racialization, criminalization, structural poverty, and individual and collective experiences therein.
Representative Library Collections


*Finlater* won the 2008 Lambda Literary Award for its portrayal of the relationship between Cliffy and Noah. *Finlater* pushes the boundary traditionally set between adult and YA literature. In his review of the book, Reginald Harris (2010) explains this phenomenon:

> A quiet revolution has occurred in fiction for and about young adults in recent years. Keeping up with changes in the larger culture, young adult authors are writing grittier works, with a greater attention to social detail, using stronger, more realistic language that might be shocking to adults who have not been paying close enough attention to the lyrics of recent pop, hip-hop and rap songs (n.p.).

Harris (2010) goes on to name one of the distinct features of this book: it depicts the experience of a Black gay young man. During the materials selection process, it became increasingly obvious that few representations of Black queerness exist in YA literature. Fortunately, a collection of essays published in 2015 was available to supplement this obvious limitation resulting from mainstream publishing practices.


*What Color is Your Hoodie?* was a 2016 Lambda Literary Award finalist. The collection of essays, intended for an adult audience, covers a range of topics, creating a varied portrayal of what it is to be simultaneously Black and gay. As with *Finlater*, including this book in the collection aligned with the idea that libraries for youth who are most likely to experience everyday institutional oppression should recognize that, due to the limited representative portrayals of LGBTQ and gender non-conforming youth of color, only including YA categories in the QTY Treehouse library collection would have limited young people’s access to important resources. YA categories are often drawn to protect youth from encountering materials that may go beyond their level of maturity, but placing a YA boundary in the QTY Treehouse collection would have prevented youth in the center from easily locating materials related to their economic experiences, their sexualities and gender identities, and how these intersect with the racialization and criminalization they faced in their day-to-day lives. Drawing from this, YA librarians may wish to consider whether or not placing inflexible and restrictive categories on YA collections serves to perpetuate whiteness, heterosexuality, cisgender privilege, and middle-class belonging under the guise of protecting youth from adult content.


The idea of situatedness—of context and history as shaping lived experience—was heavily emphasized in the materials selected for the QTY Treehouse library. Perhaps no book in its entirety exemplifies this better than *We Are the Youth*. In this book, the physicality (embodiment) of youth comes through in the inclusion of photographs alongside their own essays about their identities and experiences. Here, individuality and collectivity are themes that rise and fall throughout the text. The book also stands in conversation with a central aim of this research: it focuses on queer youth expression. Blake (2015), one of the youth included in the project, shared his experience of the intersection of being Black and transgender, stating that “[b]eing a Black trans man is an especially unique experience. When you transition from any gender to another gender, that affects you. I went from a Black woman to a scary Black guy. My white trans guy friends say they get all these great privileges. I’ve had a lot of experiences where
people look at you differently. It’s scary.” Blake and other youth discuss their lived experiences of race, sex, or gender identity throughout the book, creating an ongoing reflection of the diversity and similarity of experiences of being an LGBTQ or gender non-conforming youth.

Blake’s essay must now be read retrospectively. He was named homecoming king at his high school in 2014 and committed suicide in 2015 (Jeltsen, 2015). Blake’s experiences speak to the fact that institutional oppression directly impacts the lives of youth. This is evidenced in large-scale studies of LGBTQ youth in the U.S. A 2015 poll by the Center for Disease Control revealed that nearly 30% of responding LGB youth had attempted suicide over the last year, and nearly 43% had suicidal thoughts (Kann et al., 2016). This can be taken as another sign of the ways in which LGBTQ youth are positioned within systems of power: their lives, and their deaths, are often disposable to the state.

Situating Materials in the QTY Treehouse

In 2015, when my partnership with the QTY Treehouse staff began, the existing library collection was located on shelves in a corner of the secondary room, tucked away and requiring motivated youth to seek out materials. During the course of the project, B and I worked together to create a “living room” space in the main room. We envisioned the space to be comfortable for extended use, considering that youth may only be able to read the materials in the QTY Treehouse library collection while at the community center. We recognized that in other places (e.g., home, school, or public transportation), youth’s use of library materials indicating their sexuality or gender identity could place them in a precarious position. Ultimately, this led to the purchase of a long, low cubby-style bookshelf that held the new library collection. Materials were sorted into broad categories of fiction, non-fiction, graphic novels, and zines in respective cubby areas, leaving room to display books face-forward in the cubbies and on top of the bookshelf. A box for submitting review forms was also available on top of the shelf. Small decorations that signaled queerness were used to create interest and excitement around the collection. Couches and comfortable seating were placed facing from either side of the shelf, and a coffee table was positioned between the seats for the youth to use as a space to display books or work on their own projects. The physical prominence of the library collection symbolically reflected its incorporation into the overall functioning of the QTY Treehouse.

Library as Identity

Over the course of the year following the creation of the library collection, it became part of the QTY Treehouse’s public image. The library collection was listed in promotional handouts among the services and resources offered by the center, and in specially created fliers made to promote the LGBTQ and gender non-conforming youth of color YA library collection. The QTY Treehouse display at the 2016 “The Time is Now!” conference is symbolic of the incorporation of the library into the youth center’s overall identity and services.

The Time is Now! is a gathering of LGBTQ youth of color from across the East Bay area for a one-day conference in Oakland. The 2016 conference theme was “Thriving not Surviving.” Nearly 100 youths attended or organized their own presentations and performances, workshops, and educational sessions. A variety of organizations serving LGBTQ and gender non-conforming youth were represented or had direct input to the creation of the conference (Cassell, 2016). The QTY Treehouse was also present.

The QTY coordinator transported the library collection and shelving to the conference,
showcasing the collection rather than simply promoting it. Over the course of a full day at the conference, the entire library collection was available to attending youth for browsing and circulation. Youth and adults alike expressed excitement that the library collection had been available and commented on the diversity of the LGBTQ materials. The positive reception of the library collection spoke deeply to the results of the participatory action research project. Utilizing an informed approach to partnership and the development of mutual goals that worked to benefit the QTY Treehouse ultimately resulted in a library collection that was fully integrated into the QTY Treehouse’s public image. The collection was meaningful and broadly diverse and reflective of individual experience in the context of shared and collective experiences of oppression and joy.

Institutional Terrains

Part of the success of the QTY Treehouse library must be attributed to the critical stance undertaken in this research. The adult coordinator at the QTY Treehouse and I shared a goal of creating a collection that implied individuality and collectivity in the face of state systems of control and forms of institutional oppression that shape the lives of LGBTQ and/or gender non-conforming youth of color. As a whole, the collection reflected a breadth of identities and experiences, including portrayals of strength, collectivity, activism, survival, and resistance alongside lived realities of loss, homelessness, criminality, and structures of oppression. Materials complemented each other to validate lived experiences of individuals and rally for collective change.

Just as institutional constraints shaped the materials available for inclusion in the QTY Treehouse library, they also shaped the scope of ongoing services at the QTY Treehouse. Grant funding that supported the community drop-in center shifted in August of 2016, limiting drop-in hours and access to resources, including the library collection. Funding structures for youth programs shape how and what services can be available (Kwon, 2013), and often shift quickly from one area of (institutionally-constructed) concern to another.

Additionally, the effectiveness of services to youth is often measured numerically within grant reporting procedures. In the context of youth non-profits and library services to youth, the focus on the numbers served or numbers reached overlooks the often dramatic real-life positive impact made by library services on the lives of youth of color and/or LGBTQ and gender non-conforming youth.

Youth Feedback

Despite the above constraints, the QTY Treehouse staff continued to provide drop-in hours and to enthusiastically promote the library collection at community events. Their commitment to resource availability for queer and transgender youth of color included the library materials as a central feature of situated services. Through drop-in hours and in-school groups, they continued to promote access to library materials and create possibilities for youth to provide feedback about the materials they encounter.

Youth assessments of specific materials involved the completion of half-sheet review forms that were included in each of the library materials. Youth were under no obligation to complete the forms and were informed that their responses would potentially be included in this research project. Review forms covered four general topics through open-ended prompts.
These prompts concerned

1. Favorite parts of the book
2. Least favorite parts of the book
3. Did you relate to the book? Why or why not?
4. Kinds of books/topics that need to be further represented in the library.

Two youth review forms are highlighted to convey the way that youth identified complex relationships with, and understandings of, their lived identities, their evaluations of representation, and the affective aspects of encountering representations that they found meaningful. Youth evaluations are presented here in full.


- My favorite part of the book was Neal's ideas on his intersectional identity and how that impacted his experiences as a professor, writer, and husband. Neal wrote a lot about his Black gay identity, and as someone who shares a similar identity, it was affirming.

- My least favorite part of the book was Neal's analysis on porn, while it did touch on Black men and stereotypes it lost my attention by being too detailed in listing specific porn stars and movies.

- Overall, I related to the author's stories and opinions because we share similar identities but his ideas and voice came from the lens of someone who has achieved higher education which I didn't relate to.

- The kinds of books I would like to see in the library are on non-fiction qtpoc (queer and trans people of color) history. I would like to see books that come from legends and icons in qtpoc history.


- “Everyone has a first crush story—this is mine. Black and white, sixty four pages perfect bound. Cameos from Sailor Moon and Destiny’s Child” (Beier, n.d.).

*I Like Your Headband* is not described as an example text because it lacks non-white racial representation. It was included in the collection not only because it ties an experience of young bisexuality (a category Jiménez, 2015, notes as missing from the Lambda and other lists), but also because it is by an award-winning comic who also creates anti-racist posters and art. *I Like Your Headband* tied with another comic to receive the Prism Queer Press Grant in 2016. Elizabeth Beier (the author) is from Oakland and was the 2017 chair of the Prism Queer Press Grant.

This youth review was succinct and direct:

- I like the part where she explains how she feels about Claire.
(Least favorite part of the book) Didn’t have 1.

I related to her b/c she struggled with her identity like me.

More LGBTQ specifically who like girls.

These two reviews illustrate the importance of context. While review questions did not explicitly emphasize identity categories or feelings of belonging, the overall construction of the library as positioned within the QTY Treehouse’s services influenced youth’s likelihood of discussing representation. The two reviews provided here reveal an emphasis on identity as experienced in day-to-day life. Specifically, themes of achievement, access, struggle, identity formation, and the lack of representation are prominent in these reviews. Although the QTY Treehouse library collection was designed to include a range of identities within the umbrella of queer and trans representation, youth still hoped for greater and better representation.

Readers should understand youth’s desire for more materials in relation to the larger library collection. This illustrates the awareness of both the general shortage of materials and the limited possibilities resulting from institutional oppression, including limitations of publishing.

Conclusion

The QTY Treehouse library collection is one example of how critical approaches to culturally sensitive spaces and representative materials can inform the creation of a meaningful library collection for youth who experience daily forms of institutional oppression. This analysis of the necessity and success of the collection centers on visibility and representation. The creation of the QTY Treehouse library collection in a culturally sensitive space was an intentional act of addressing forces of policing, criminalization, and institutional oppression that constrain the day-to-day experiences of youth of color and/or LGBTQ and gender non-conforming youth. These forces also act to invisibilize youth from their neighborhoods and to obscure consistent and meaningful portrayals of their lives. The culturally competent and critically informed services the QTY Treehouse provided to LGBTQ and gender non-conforming youth of color created the frame for the incorporation of a broadly representative YA library collection that proclaimed the presence of individual LGBTQ and gender non-conforming youth of color and spoke to the possibilities for collectivity.

Using passive research methods, such as an anonymous half-sheet review form, may have limited the amount of information provided by youth at the QTY Treehouse. Nonetheless, the feedback that was received was meaningful and resonated with thoughts and ideas of the research team.

This research provides a model for collection development practices that help to develop resources, services, and spaces for marginalized and oppressed groups of people. Beyond collection development, positioning the library within a variety of services for LGBTQ and gender non-conforming youth of color created a holistic approach to the service population. As a result, the research reaffirmed the importance of actively engaging the service population in collection development activities.

Moreover, it showed that non-for-profit organizations, especially those focused on social change and social justice, can benefit from the incorporation of library collections and services, especially if collection building practices are oriented toward empowerment and engagement. Partnerships with librarians and libraries willing to engage in shared inquiry can create a sense
of collectivity and relatability. Situated library services can help libraries to improve access to materials for people who experience oppression, remedying the dominance of white, middle-class, hetero- and gender-normative ways of being.

The partnership that supported this study provided an example of working collaboratively to create opportunities for social change. A combination of critical theory, shared inquiry, culturally sensitive spaces, and anti-oppressive holistic practices could serve as a model for working with vulnerable and underrepresented communities. This is a needed area of research within library and information sciences. Future research may explore the role of library programs (such as book discussion groups, author visits, and other moments that facilitate reflection on shared experience) in working toward collective understandings of oppression, survival, and resistance.
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Endnotes

1 The Black Panthers were one of many revolutionary groups that formed in the 1960s and 1970s. The group was notable for advocating for Black Power, actively demonstrating the right to armed defense against the police, creating and administrating breakfast and other community programs, and its Ten-Point Program.

Appendix: QTY Library Materials

This collection was selected for representativeness, but it needs to be acknowledged that there were cases in which a portrayal of one character was done well and another deeply flawed. This was balanced through the overall collection and through a practiced awareness of contents as the library collection was made available to youth. For a few of the texts listed (such as What We Left Behind) there was debate among readers about the accuracy of portrayals (including some conversations around the failure of identity portrayals).


Francisco: Zest Books.
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